Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease, with a prevalence of 1.8 per 100 in people aged 65 or over in Europe. Historically, it has been regarded as a motor condition characterised by rigidity, bradykinesia and tremor. Increasingly, however, non-motor complications of the disease, such as depression, dementia and autonomic dysfunction, are being recognised as significant contributors to morbidity.

**Swallowing**

On objective assessment, nearly all PD patients have some degree of swallowing dysfunction, although this may become apparent only as the disease progresses. Clinicians should be alert to the possibility of aspiration pneumonia. Often the only clue may be a temperature rise and oxygen desaturation.

**Management**

The management of dysphagia includes early referral for speech and language therapy assessment and/or multidisciplinary swallowing assessment (Fig 1). Referral for percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) feeding is rarely required in idiopathic PD and should be considered only as a last resort. Swallowing problems are less pronounced in dyskinetic patients, indicating a degree of responsiveness to levodopa and emphasising the need to maintain delivery of PD medications. If possible, PD patients in the later stage of the disease should be encouraged to eat during ‘on’ periods. Novel routes of drug delivery may require consideration.

---

**Figure 1.** Management of the dysphagic Parkinson’s disease (PD) patient. NBM = nil by mouth; NG = nasogastric; SLT = speech and language therapy. (Adapted from the Parkinson’s Disease Nurse Specialist Association website).
Co-careldopa (Madopar®) is available in soluble form and a nasogastric tube can provide a temporary solution for the provision of PD therapy.

Rotigotine. A non-ergot dopamine agonist, rotigotine, is available as a 24-hour transdermal patch. Although initially developed as a therapy for early stage PD, its utility in dysphagic or NBM hospital patients is being increasingly recognised. One case report describes its use in an akinetic crisis in a patient in whom amantadine and apomorphine were contraindicated. Its ease of administration and relatively uncomplicated switch over from the oral to transdermal route makes it an attractive option in elective abdominal surgery where interruption of enteral delivery of medications is inevitable.

Anaesthesia. Patients with PD require detailed assessment before anaesthesia because PD can cause respiratory, autonomic, cardiovascular and gastrointestinal problems which may interfere with anaesthesia. Management is particularly challenging due to potential drug interactions and the need to avoid cessation of PD treatments (Fig 2). Parkinson’s UK website provides a helpful information sheet for patients undergoing anaesthesia.

Parkinsonism-hyperpyrexia syndrome

Clinically indistinguishable from neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS), the rare but potentially fatal condition of parkinsonism-hyperpyrexia syndrome is characterised by rigidity, hyperpyrexia and stupor (Fig 3). It is usually precipitated by abrupt withdrawal or malabsorption of levodopa but can arise secondary to triggers such as infection or anaemia. The condition is characterised by a sustained unresponsiveness to dopamine or dopaminergic therapy which may last days to weeks and must not be interpreted as treatment failure. In most cases, muscle enzymes will be significantly elevated.

Management

Basic supportive care includes intravenous (iv) hydration, temperature control and thromboprophylaxis. Mechanical ventilation may be necessary. As in NMS, dantrolene can be used to treat rigidity and hyperpyrexia (Fig 3). Although not established treatments, iv steroids and electroconvulsive therapy have also been successfully used. Dopaminergic replacement therapy is the mainstay of treatment by nasogastric levodopa administration, continuous subcutaneous administration of the dopamine agonist apomorphine or a combination of both. Apomorphine must be given under expert supervision: it is a powerful emetic and prior loading with domperidone (20 mg tds orally or 60 mg tds rectally) is vital.

Falls

Falls in PD are usually multifactorial in origin. Postural instability is common with advancing disease as are visuospatial

### Key points

- **Avoid abrupt withdrawal of antiparkinsonian therapy**
- **Be alert to the possibility of Parkinsonism-hyperpyrexia syndrome**
- **Seek early specialist help**
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deficits and orthostatic hypotension. Executive dysfunction is also prevalent in PD and associated with an increased risk of falling.\(^2\) Fracture risk should be quantified and initiation of bone protection considered. Medication review should aim to identify common culprit medications such as benzodiazepines. Dopaminergic agents can exacerbate postural hypotension, but considered assessment is required before hastily reducing medications.

**Management**

The management of orthostatic hypotension involves non-pharmacological measures such as advice on hydration, avoiding rapid positional changes and compression stockings. Pharmacological therapies such as fludrocortisone are also used.\(^2\) The evidence for physiotherapy in reduction of falls in late-stage PD is limited, but involvement of physiotherapists and occupational therapists is essential in promoting confidence and managing a safe discharge from hospital.

**Dyskinesias**

Dyskinesias affect approximately 40% of patients and are pathognomonic of advancing PD. Occasionally patients present to acute units with severe dyskinesia. This is rarely life-threatening but can cause considerable distress and weight loss, with rhabdomyolysis and raised muscle enzymes rare complications.\(^2\) Non-PD specialist clinicians may mistakenly tell patients that they are ‘overtreated’ because of their dyskinesia or hallucinations, an inappropriate explanation which can cause distress to patients.

**Management**

A very gradually reduction in dopaminergic therapy may help reduce dyskinesias but can exacerbate ‘off’ periods. Oral amantadine (100 mg 2–4 times daily) may reduce dyskinesias, but is perhaps limited by its anticholinergic side effects and subsequent risk of delirium and psychosis, especially in older people.\(^2\) The introduction of long-acting dopamine agonists or continuous subcutaneous apomorphine with a reduction in levodopa dose may help over a period of months but will not be helpful in the acute setting.

**Neuropsychiatric complications**

Neuropsychiatric complications of PD are common. In one cohort studied over 15–18 years, 84% developed cognitive decline, with 48% satisfying the criteria for dementia and 50% reporting hallucinations.\(^2\) Hallucinations and psychosis are due to a mixture of the cognitive, visuospatial and neurochemical changes of the disease itself combined with the effects of dopaminergic drugs.\(^2\) In the acute setting, a reversible precipitating cause for delirium such as infection or electrolyte disturbance should first be sought.

**Management**

Neuroleptic drugs such as haloperidol should be avoided in the agitated patient as they can exacerbate the motor features of PD. If it is absolutely necessary to use sedation in severe agitation, a short-acting benzodiazepine such as lorazepam is preferred.

Delirium or psychosis may be associated with the introduction of a new antiparkinsonian medication. A gradually withdrawn withdrawal of therapy may then be required and a ‘last in, first out’ approach is logical. Under expert supervision, drugs commonly implicated in the development of psychosis, such as anticholinergics, selegiline and amantadine, should be withdrawn first.\(^2\) The atypical neuroleptic clozapine is particularly effective in psychosis in PD,\(^2\) but is not appropriate in the acute setting due to strict licensing restrictions relating to the small risk of fatal agranulocytosis. Quetiapine in small doses (25–50 mg) is used widely as it is felt to be safer than other atypical neuroleptics, but the
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**Fig 3. Clinical features and management of the parkinsonism-hyperpyrexia syndrome.**

\(\text{CK} = \text{creatinine kinase; DIC} = \text{disseminated intravascular coagulation. Reproduced with the kind permission of Dr Donald Grosset.}\)
evidence to support its use is limited. It may be that much of its effect is due to sedation, which can be a limiting side effect in older people. There is evidence that it is associated with a similar increased mortality risk in people with dementia to that reported with other atypical neuroleptics.27

Admission with delirium may herald the onset of dementia; once stabilised, the patient should be evaluated for a fixed cognitive deficit. Rivastigmine, a cholinesterase inhibitor given orally (1.5 mg bd initially) or as a transdermal patch (4.6 mg/24h), has been shown to confer modest benefits in terms of cognitive function28 and may ameliorate symptoms of psychosis and hallucinosis.

Complex treatments

Increasing numbers of PD patients are undergoing complex treatments such as deep brain stimulation (DBS) implants or Duodopa® therapy.

Deep brain stimulation implants

Patients with DBS implants in situ usually present to the emergency department with problems that are not directly related to this treatment. For example, in a recent study mental changes were the most common presentation of patients with DBS for PD.29 Very rarely, patients with DBS can present with lead erosion, equipment infection or battery failure leading to severe rebound akinesia. In these circumstances it is essential to seek urgent specialist advice. Patients requiring anaesthesia with DBS in place should be discussed with a specialist centre.

Duodopa

Duodopa® therapy involves intrajejunal gel infusion of levodopa administered through a modified PEG tube. Once established, most complications are likely to be technical problems with the tube such as displacement or blockage. This also requires specialist advice.30

End of life

Most patients with PD die in hospital.31 Although traditionally palliative care teams have not managed PD patients, their value in managing the later stages of the disease is increasingly recognised. The emotional needs of affected patients and their care givers are similar to those with malignant conditions.32 Pain is an under-recognised symptom, affecting 40% of patients. Rigidity and immobility can be distressing and painful. Continuation of antiparkinsonian therapy is likely to improve symptom control at the end of life. The rotigotine patch33 and subcutaneous apomorphine34 have been used in dysphagic patients in the palliative setting. Taking food and fluid orally provides benefits beyond biological usefulness.3 A pragmatic approach to oral feeding in the dysphagic patient at the end of life should be employed.

Conclusions

Most patients are not admitted to hospital acutely with PD as their primary diagnosis.35 Consequently the team responsible for the acute care will comprise non-PD specialists. A working knowledge of PD is therefore important across specialties, particularly an awareness of the potentially catastrophic consequences of drug withdrawal. Managing the interface between symptom control and drug side effects can be complex and challenging, particularly in the acutely ill patient. It is important to liaise with PD nurses and/or specialist PD physicians in the management of the condition in the acute setting. Perhaps most important of all is to listen closely to the patients who are often expert and well informed by the cumulative experience gained from living with the disease.
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